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1. STATEMENTS AND NOTATION 
A geometry r= (9, 9, 92; * ) of rank 3 is called a c.C,-geometry if it 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) The residues of elements of 9 (called points) are generalized 
quadrangles. 
(2) The residues of elements of 9 (called lines) are generalized 
2-gons. 
(3) The residues of elements of 2 (called circles) are isomorphic to 
the geomety of vertices and edges of a complete graph. 
Buekenhout and Hubaut [BH] studied finite connected c.C,-geometries 
(more generally, c.C,,-geometries) r whose point-residues are classical 
quadrangles, admitting a flag-transitive group G whose point stabilizer 
induces an automorphism group containing the corresponding classical 
simple group. In their Lemma 7.3, however, they overlooked the group M,, 
as a transitive extension of M,, acting on the 10 points of a line in a U,(3)- 
quadrangle H,(3’). There is, in fact, an interesting c.C,-geometry 
associated with the sporadic Suzuki group Suz with such point residues 
(see [BF], [Bu]). This is a 3-local geometry; it was described in [St]; 
[Ro, 7.2, pp,326-3271. The set 9 is a certain conjugacy class of subgroups 
of order 3 in SUZ, and the sets 9 and 9 consist of pairs and maximal sets 
of mutually commuting subgroups in 9”, respectively. 
Recently, A. Del Fra, D. Ghinelli, T. Meixner, and A. Pasini [FGMP] 
studied c.C,-geometries whose point-residues are classical thick quad- 
rangles, admitting a flag-transitive group G. They succeeded in classifying 
these geometries, except in the case where point-residues are again 
isomorphic to the U,(3)-quadrangle H,(3’). 
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In this note, we settle these remaining cases. 
THEOREM 1. Ler r be n (nor necessarily ;Ci,riie) connec,ted c.@,-geomer;), 
lrhose point-residues are isomorphic to rhe C:,(3 j-qz(tidrangle 3(3” ,. 
Suppose I- admits a flag-transitizle group 6. Then one cf rhe ,fol?oic%lg t11.o 
CLESPS OCClIYS. 
(1) The group G is isomorphic to either the sporadic Suzuki sim,$e 
group or irs automorphism group, crud P is uniquel;- deteumbzed up lo 
isomorphism. 
i-1 1L I The group G is isomorphic to rhe az1tomorphism group qf’ Ike 
Higman-Sims group, and r is ttniquel~~ determined z;p to isomorphism. 
The second geometry above associated with the automorp~ism group oE 
the Higman-Sims group seems to have been recognized first by Yoshiara. 
In this geometry the set of points 9 is the set of edges of the graph on 900 
points for the Higman-Sims group. The stabilizer of a point is E,(4) : 2’: 
i.e., a non-classical group in its action on H3(3’). We introduce %IT 
adjacency on 9 by defining two edges e and e’ to be adjacent whenever 
there is no edge joining a vertex on e and a vertex on e’. Then the set of lines 
~2’ corresponds to the set of pairs of adjacent edges? and the set of circles 
9 corresponds to the set of the maximal sets of mutually adjacent edges of 
size 11. The incidence is defined by the natural inclusion. It can be verified 
using properties of the HS-graph and the proje’ctive plane 
[BW. p. 951) that this geometry, in fact, fulfiils our hypot 
details, see [PO]. 
Our strategy in the proof of Theorem I is to find generators and reia- 
tions defining a group t? which has both G and SUZ (respectively. .Aut(S~.r’j 
or Aut(KS7) as homomorphic images. The group G is ihen 
coset enumeration. In case (1) we can eliminate the coset enumeration by 
citing instead the fact that the &z-geometry is Z-simply cormected [I?.o] 
(see Lemma IO). 
We remark that Pasini has shown with a very simple arg 
under some mild conditions, c.C,-geometries must be finite [C 
the point-residues are isomorphic to N,(3’), his result yields ttar the 
diameter of the incidence graph on 9 is at most Ia. (For the Su;-geometq 
the diameter is, in fact, five; for the HS-geometry, two.) This result ;wh~h 
we do not use in the proof of Theorem 1) explain 5, in some sense, why ~4th 
proof of Theorem 1 succeeds. 
We summarize the notation used throughout this note. 
NOtQiiOn. (I) I-‘= (9, Y. 2; *) will always mean a connected 
c.C2-geometry with point-residues H,(3’) admitting a flag-tracsitirre 
groilp 3G. 
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(2) The elements in 9, Y, and 9 are called points, likes, and circles, 
respectively. If a point P is incident with a circle C, we also say that C 
contains a point P or P lies on C. A point P is called collinear with a point 
Q if there exists a line I containing both P and Q. (Note that P is collinear 
with Q if and only if there exists a circle C containing both P and Q.) For 
any element x E 9 u Y u 2 and any XE {9,9’, Z?}, we use X(X) to denote 
the set of elements in X incident with x. Furthermore, for a point P, a line 
I, and a circle C, the subgeometries r(P) := (T(P), W(P); *), T(l) := 
(g(l), V(I); *), and T(C) := (g(C), .9(C); *) are called residues of P, I, and 
C in r, respectively. Lines and circles in a residue of a point are sometimes 
called isotropic points and lines, respectively, if we would like to stress the 
fact that point-residues are U,(3)-quadrangles H,(3’) (that is, the geometry 
of isotropic points and lines in a Hermitian space of dimension 4 over F,). 
(3) For any element x E 9 u 9 u 9, we use G, and N, to denote the 
stabilizer of x in G and the kernel of the action of G, on the residue of x, 
respectively. 
(4) We adopt the Atlas notation to represent he isomorphism types 
of groups (see [AT], especially the tables for maximal subgroups on pp. 23 
and 52 ). 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We will start with some elementary remarks. 
Since Z-(P) is the U,(3)-quadrangle with Y(P) and Z?(P) the set 
of isotropic points and lines, respectively, we have IY(P)I = 280, 
IV?(P)1 = 112, IY(P, C)l = 10, and I%(P, /)I =4 for any point P, any line I, 
any circle C incident with each other. 
For any line I and a circle C incident with I, we have 9’(Z) = 9’(1, C) as 
f-(l) is a generalized 2-gon. Then l9(1)l =2 and /Y(C)/ = 11, since T(C) is 
a geometry of vertices and edges of a complete graph. Thus the following 
map ye from ,I;p( P, C) to g(C)\ { P} is a surjection: 
q(l) = the unique point Q in 9(Z, C) different from P. 
We will observe after Lemma 2 that q must, in fact, be an injection. (This 
is axiom (LL) in [FGMP].) 
The flag-transitivity of G implies that for any point P and any circle C 
containing P, the permutation group GJN, on the set 5’(C) of 11 points 
is a transitive extension of the group G,n G,IN, on the set g(C)\(P) of 
10 points. 
Now we will prove the following lemma, which is similar to [BH, 
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Lemmas 7.2 and 7.31. Here we use the Atlas notation for the automor- 
phism groups of U,(3) and L,(4) (see [AT, pp. 23, 521). 
(I) The permutation groups G,/N, ou P(C) and GP,C;Nc :.F 
.9( C) :, { P > ore isomorphic to the Mdhieu groups Al’,, of degree 11 aid M LG 
qf degree 10, respectitlelj.. 
(2 i he of the ,fo!lowing cases occair~: 
(al GpiNp? C’,(3).2,, Gp.c/N,? 3’ : M1O, arrd IV~.‘N,Z 3’. 
(b) Gp,iNpg C’,(3).(2’),,,, G,,,;iV,c.~-3~: (2xM,,), und NC.‘:iVP 
2 3’ : 2. where irwolutions ii1 3’ : 2 inuevr 3” am’ correspond to ai? o:ire;- 
~uiot?~orphis~?t 2 I . 
(c) G.:!N, 2 L,(4). 2’: .N, = NC3 nd G,D.c;:N. 2 M,, is maximzi 
il? G,;!Np. 
(3 1 1.~ all three cases, G,. I is nzasinxd .suhgroup qf G, jk ai7j~ 
IE Y(P; ,. 
ProoJ< By the flag-transitivity of G, the group G,,:N1 acts Zag- 
transitively on the residue T(P), which is a kr,(3 i-quadrangle H,(3’). Hn 
particular, the order of G,iN, is a multiple of 280.4 = 2’ .5 ‘1. Thus, by 
the table of maximal subgroups of Aut(fP,(3’)) z U,(3i.D, in [AT, ?. 521 
we can conclude that G,/N, contains a normal subgroup of type UJ(3 ) or 
L,(4). 2. In each case, we may check that Gp.+N, contains a normal sub- 
group of type -4, of index at most 4. Since G,!N, is a transitive extension 
of G P,c;.V, on 10 points P(C)‘: (P), we have G,9,,j ‘A-, 2 -Ml3 g A 6 2 2nd 
G,;‘Nc 2 M,, [Su]. Thus the claim (1) is proved. 
!f GriNp contains a normal subgroup of type U,(3), G,/Np is a group 
between U,(3) and Aut(T(P))z Aut(U,(3)). in which the stabihzer 
G ‘VP of the isotropic line C induces exactly M,, on P(C)‘! {Pj. By the P.C.” 
table in [tZT, p. 521, such a subgroup is isomorphic to either U;(3). 2, 07 
U,(3).(2’),,,, and N,/N,r3’or 3” : 2. In. the latter case, any involution 
in N, centralizes an MI,-group of Gp,C’iNp, and so corresponds to an 
outer involution 2, (see [AT, p. 521). 
Assume that G,,!N, contains a normal subgroup of type L.,(A) 2. 
S>ince 6, c , /N, induces exactly M,, on 3(C).{Pj, G,;N,?LL3(4)-Zi or 
L,(4). 22 (see the table in [AT, p. 23]), In the first case, IV,= Np ax! 
G p,C.iN, z M,,. This implies that IGP : G,,, / = 56, which contradicts the 
transitivity of 6, on the set of 112 isotropic fines. Tnus we must have the 
second case and, by the same counting as a me, we have Np = Jkr:i and 
GP., i?ip z M,,. 
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The group G,/N, is a subgroup of Aut(H,(32)) z U,(3). D8 isomorphic 
to L,(4) . 22. It follows from the character table in [AT, p. 521 that each 
3-element of G,/N, is a 3D-element of U,(3) and that each 3D-element 
fixes just one isotropic point and the four isotropic lines of H,(32) incident 
with it. In particular, G,,c/N, z M,, f ixes exactly one line C, and therefore 
it is self-normalizing in G,/Np. Equivalently, G,,/N, is a maximal 
subgroup of type MiO of L,(4) .22. (Note that L,(4). 22 has two conjugacy 
classes of subgroups isomorphic to M,,, only one of which is maximal.) 
We observe that in each case G,.[ is a maximal subgroup of G, for 
IEY(P). 1 
Remark. We can now observe that the map 11 in the beginning of this 
section is, in fact, an injection: For lines I, I’ E 9(P), we define I- I’ when- 
ever q(l)=r~(Z’) (that is, 9(l)=9’(1’)). Then the equivalence classes of - 
are imprimitivity blocks of GP in Y(P). Since G, acts on 9(P) primitiveiy 
in each case by Lemma 2(3), q is an injection. In particular, there is at most 
one line incident with given two points (axiom (LL) in [FGMP]). 
Next we will determine the kernel N,. To this end, we observe the 
following. 
LEMMA 3. For any tM’o collinear points P and Q. Ire haue N, n N, = 1. 
ProoJ: Take a circle C on P and Q, and let R be a point on C distinct 
from P and Q. Since the image of N, in G,/N, fixes all points of f(R) 
collinear with P, it is contained in a root subgroup of (GRIN,)’ 2 U,(3). It 
follows that N, n N, E N,. By symmetry, we have N, n N, = N, n N, = 
N,nNB.LetN= N,nN,. 
Now G, n G, is maximal in G,, since G, is primitive on the set of 
isotropic points in all cases in Lemma 2(2). In particular, (G, n G,, 
G,n G,) = G,. Since N is normal in G, n G,. G, n G,, and G, n GR, N 
is normal in both G, and Go. Moreover, (G,,, Go) = G by the connec- 
tivity of r. Therefore N is normal in G, and so fixes all points, lines, and 
circles of r. Thus N= 1. 1 
COROLLARY 4. Let P be a point on a circle C. 
(1) Assume that the case (a) or (b) in Lemma 2(2) holds. Then 
INpl =3 and O,(N,)= (N,~QE:Y(C))%~‘. 
(2) Assume that the case (c) in Lemma 2(2) holds. Then N,= 1, 
GP~L3(4).(22)lj3, and GczMM,,. 
ProoJ Take a point Q ( #P) on C. Then the image N,N,/N, of N, 
in Go/N, is contained in the kernel of the action of the stabilizer of P on 
the isotropic points collinear with P. In the group Aut(Z(Q)) z U,(3). D,, 
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we may check that this kernel is a group of order 3. Thus by Lemma 3, :n 
either case, IN,1 = 1 or 3. 
Assume that the case (c) holds. Then N, = Nc = N, for any point Q on 
C by Lemma 2 and the transitivity of Gc on Y(C). Then IV, = 1 by 
Lemma 3, and claim (2) follows. 
Now assume that N,= 1 in the case (a) or (b). Then by Lemma 2(2), 
O,(N,) ZT 34, and the Mathieu group M,, 2 Gc,/N, acts non-triviall:; on 
this group. since G,,., 1 /iv,. acts non-trivially. However. this implies that 
there is an M,,-subgroup in L,(3). Since 11 does not divide the order of 
L,(3), this is a contradiction. Thus lid,1 = 3, IQ,(N,)! = 35Z and G&?Y,. 
acts irreducibly on O,(N,). Claim (1) follows. 
*vhere cuQ is a gmer’ator qf N,. 
PlO$ Suppose WOE (NB, N,, N,) for distinct points P: Q, R, S on C. 
Since %,P.R,S induces M, acting transitively on B(C)‘., {P, R, ,6), we base 
Q,(N,i = (NT1 TEE’) = (Np, N,, N,) 2 3’, which is a contradiction 
Thus elements in the set in the claim are dis!inct from each other, and so 
the cardinaiity of this set is 1 + 2 11 + 4 . ( “2’) = 243 = 35. Thus this set 
coincides with O,(N,). 1 
P~oojY ‘Let C be a circle containing P> and I’, the full inverse image of 
(Gp;-Nap)’ E U,(3) in G,. 
Let Q be a point on C distinct from P. By observing the group 
t’,(3) 2 (G,,!N,)‘> we may check that in the stabilizer of P and C in th!.s 
commutator group (that is, a Bore1 subgroup of U4(3)) a generator of a 
Cartan subgroup inverts the image of N,. Thus there is an element g of 
order 4 in Gp.o.c centralizing N, ~ but inverting Np. 
We will show that Y,/N, does not split. Since Yp contains a Syicix; 
3-subgroup of G,, this will imply that G,;N, does not split by a theorem 
of Gaschtitz. Take an element x in G, F corresponding to an element of 
G,/N,z M,, of order 3, and let P. Q be the fixed points of x on .y(C). 1;. 
follows from the description of the elements of K,= O,(N,) in Iemma 5 
that C,-,(x) = (Np, N,) 4 3’. On the other hand, the image .-c of s in 
GP/NP is contained in the group (Fpn Gr.),,‘PJp~ 3J L,(9). Then by 
observing the Jordan canonical form of .U on K,.iN, 2 3”, the centralizer of 
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X in KC/N, is of order at least 32. Therefore, there exists an element m E K, 
centralized by x modulo N,, but not centralized by x. Then 
(nz-‘nC) = N,c Y>, which implies that Y,/N, does not split. 0 
Now we will show that the isomorphism type of GP in each case (a), (b), 
and (c) in Lemma 2(2) is uniquely determined. In the case (c), it follows 
from Corollary 4(2). In the case (a) or (b), it may be found in the table in 
[AT, p. 531 by careful readers, but here we will provide an explicit proof 
using an elegant presentation of 3’ . U,(3) Ds. First we show: 
LEMMA 7. There exist groups X and Y satisfying the following condi- 
tions: 
(1) lO,(Jal = lO,( Y)I = 3. 
(2) X inverts O,(X). 
(3) X/O,(X) g U,(3). 2, and Y/O,(Y) r U,(3). (22),,,. 
(4) O,(X) c X” and O,(Y) c Y”. 
These groups are uniquely determined up to isomorphisnz, and X is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of Y. 
ProoJ: The derived subgroups X’ and Y’ are homomorphic images of 
the unique non-split extension H 2 3’. U,(3). (The Sylow 3-subgroup of 
the Schur multiplier of U,(3) is 32.) It can be checked that Aut(H) z H : D, 
and a presentation for this group can be obtained by adding to the presen- 
tation for H(22),,, given in [AT, p. 521 a new generator r together with the 
relations 
r2= 1, a’=e, b’=d, [c, r] = [f, r] = 1. 
(Thus r is the graph automorphism of the diagram of generators for 
H.(2’),,,.) 
We, call the resulting group K. This group K acts faithfully on the 1944 
cosets of (a, b, c, d, f ). Let x1 = (cbaba)5 and x2 = (cdede)‘. Then 
(x,, -y2) =Z(K) and K”= H; moreover (e, r) z D, and K= K”(e, r). We 
have 
x;=x;I, x; = X2) x; =x2, 
and the element ae= (er)’ inverts Z(K). It follows that K” has, up to 
isomorphism by conjugation, precisely two quotients of the form 3 . U,(3 j; 
that is, H, := K”/(x, > and Hz := K”/(x,.x~). Moreover Out(H,) z 
(a, ae) and Out(H,)z (r, ae). Of the elements a and r, one induces 
an automorphism of type 2, on K”/(x,, x2) g Ua(3) and the other an 
automorphism of type 2,; moreover, ae inverts O,( Hi) for i = 1 and 2. 
It follows that there are, up to isomorphism. exactly two groups of IICE- 
split type 3 . Cs(3) : 2;, one in which the 3 is central and the other in which 
it is not, and exactly one group of non-split type 3 C:,(3) . (22)133. Thus X 
and Y satisfying the conditions (1 j-(4) exist, and are uniquely determined 
up to isomorphism. i 
ProoJ: It follows from Lemmas 6 and 7. 
PIYM$ First, we will choose a set of generators and relations for rhe 
group of type 3 . U4(3). 2, in Lemma 7. To this end, we take generators eCI, 
cl, e4, s, .f and impose the Steinberg relation .Y (see iCa, p. l%]) f~‘cir 
UJ3): 
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9’: Set Y:=e,e,e,, e5 :=e;, e3 :=e;, e, := [r,, e?]-‘, 
e4 := es, 11 := r’; (KS)4 = 1; 
ei=e:=l, /f2= 1, h=f’, s=ele5el, e4=eh, s2=1; 
e; = e; I, e;=e,, [e,, h] = 1; 
Leo, e,l= 1, Ce,, 4 = 1, Cc,, pgl =ele2, Ce,, &I = 1; 
eh’=e-l o , [e-[,e,]= 1, ef=e;‘, fS=f-I, f’=f-‘; 
(files)’ = 1. 
Then the group with presentation (e,, er, e4, s, f 19) is isomorphic to 
U,(3), with subgroups (e,, e,, e2, e3, e4, J’> = (e,, A, e2, e3, f3> 
(eo, e.4, f) 2 3:-+4:x4 and (e,, e2, e3, e4, e5, f > = <e2, e3, f3, e4> 
(e,, e,,f) ~3~: A6, where we set,f, :=e{for i= 1, 3. 
We lift this group to a central extension 3. U,(3) by adding a generator 
7 such that I 
z3= 1, CG (e,, e,, e4, hf >I = L 
and replacing the relations e,=ei and [e,, f3] = 1 in Y by 
e,=z-‘eS; and Ce,,f31 =zmml, 
respectively. By enumerating the cosets of (e,, e,, ez, e3, e4) Z 33. .S’L,(3), 
we can verify that this group is in fact of order 13 . U,(3)). Next we add an 
element t such that 
In particular, (f, t) 2 Qx. Then the group X with generators e,, e,, e4, s, 
f7 9 -> t defined by the above relations is a group of the type 3 . U,(3). 2. 
Since we have (e,,e,,.f,s, t)z-Mlo, XU/(z)~U,(3).2,. Since z-r= 
[e,, f3] E X”, X satisfies the conditions (l)-(4) in Lemma 7. Thus by 
Corollary 8, the group X is isomorphic to G, in case (a) and to a subgroup 
of G, of index 2 in case (b). (To obtain G, in case (b), we add an 
involutory generator u which centralizes (e,, s, .f) and inverts e, and e4.) 
Hence in G, there exist elements e,, e,, e4, s, J; z, t (and, in case (b), U) 
satisfying the above relations. 
Now let E := (eo, e,, e2, e3, e,,f, t) and F:= (e,, ez, e3, e4, e5, s, t, f ). 
Then Eg3.3y4.2S4.2, Fz~~:M,, and EnF=(r,e,,e,,f,,e,) 
(e, , f, t ) 2 35 : M,. Thus E and F are maximal parabolic subgroups of X 
containing a Bore1 subgroup, and so there exist a circle C containing P 
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and a point Q ( # P) on C such that X,, = E and X,,. = F’. Set K := 
(z. e2, P3, f,, e4) s 3’. 
Let D :=(G,)‘. We claim that in case (b) (when 6,~3’~(M,, x2);, 
Fc D. Let S= (5 1, s, u). Then S is a Sylow Z-subgroup of Gi- and 
(Js)=SnF’. and so either t or tu E D. Since II inverts K, we haie 
C,~(tu) = (z, e,), whereas C,(f) = (2). Since there is only one ccnjugacy 
class of elements of order 3 in (G,/O,(N,))’ 2 MI,, it foilows t-hat i E D 
and therefore Fc D as claimed. We conclude that in both cases (a s and 
(51, Flies in a subgroup D of type 3’ .M,,. 
In D we can choose an element G satisfying the reiations 
t’lE 1 I ep-e;‘, .f l’ = t, and (sc)’ E 1 (mod Kj 
which together with the relations 
ej=e;, s=eje,ej, [e,,fi] = 1, et = e;‘? l.felejli’ = 2. 
e; = 1, ei =e,‘f;‘, s2 = h2 = l> f’=.fl =j- i3 h = f2 =.f2> 
d=fs 
defining (el,j?t,s)2M rO, yield defining relations for (e !, S, t, s, 2: ) iT=,‘K 
z Mli. By Sylow’s theorem, we can assume that, in fact, ~1’ = I and f!‘= P. 
Thus (s, c) &N,( (f, t)). Since NK((x :))= 1, we conclude ths: 
(SLTj3 = 1. 
Since r acts on (e, , f; ) K. whose fixed points on .9(C) are 19 and Q7 we 
have P” = Q. Moreover, since ~1 is an element of G,, it normalizes 
O,(N,)=KZ 35. We now determine the action of P on K. e ha:. e 
CK(S) = (z), C,(t) = (e2:-‘)9 and C,(.fr) = (e,). Since.f“ = I and I”= 1, 
we conclude that 
~‘=(e,,~~)~, e”, = e\ for i=B or -1. :, * ) 
Since z-j = 2, e; = e4=, e; = e22- r, and (sc~‘= 1, it follows that ei = r,. The 
decomposition of K into irreducible (A t )-submoduies is 
K=(z)@ (e,:pl)@(e;,fx)@ (e,). 
Since r normalizes (L t ), it normalizes (e3. f3 ) as well. The relations 
e{=f- fr= e;‘, e: = p-l 3* 3 , .f”,=f3, e:=e,jyi, $‘,=e;‘jr”i;‘, (.sv)‘=l, 
v2 = 1: and cfl IL’ imply’ then that e; = e;’ and f; = e; ‘f?. Finally, we 
have e;l = e, e3 1 eel = e i 2 2, and (erv)’ E K. These relations imply that i= 1 Jn 
(*) above. 
It remains only to verify the last two relations eI = r;-’ and ri’ = :‘. Since 
c interchanges P and Q, and normalizes T := (J^, t), c acts on the group 
X,,,(T). We may verify that in both cases ia) and (b) of Lemma 2(7]+ 
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TC,,,(T)=(r,f,t)=<rft)xTz2xQ,. Since v acts on Z((r,f,t))= 
(cft, II) and (ft)” = tf, we have P = I&, where i= 0 or 1. Now we have 
e3 Or’ = e” 1, since ei = e;’ and e; = ef = elp ‘. Then .oy = ey = e!f = ef’- ‘. On 
the other .hand, el; E e; I (mod K). It follows that ey = e; ’ and i = 0, i.e., 
[r, o] = 1. 
Let X= (e,, e,, e,, s, f, Z, t) s Gp. Since X acts transitively on Y(P), 
P” = Q and F is connected, (X, u > acts transitively on 8. Since X= G, in 
case (a) and [G, : X] = 2 in case (b), we have (X, v) = G in case (a) and 
[G : (X, L))] 62 in case (b). 1 
LEMMA 10. Let G be the group with the presentation 
(co, cl, e4, s,f, z, t, IJIB), 
where W is as in Lemma 9. Then c is isomorphic to the sporadic Sz4zuki 
groz4p Suz. 
ProoJ: We observe first that SUZ and its 3-local geometry r, in fact, 
satisfy our assumption: Let z be an element of order 3 such that 
C,,(z)g3. U,(3) (a 3A-element in [AT, p. 1281) and let 9 be the 
conjugacy class of z in SUZ. By the permutation character in [AT, p. 1301, 
we may check that IC,(z) n %J’( = 562. It follows that n>(z) n 9 = (~1) for 
any )t’ E 9 ‘: {Z } and the image of 9 in C,,,(Z)/(Z) 2 U,(3) coincides with 
the set of elements rP # 1 fixing an isotropic point P and all points collinear 
with P in H,(3’). In particular, P is collinear with Q if and only if 
Cl.63 rg] = 1. Thus the point-residues of the 3-local geometry of SUZ are 
isomorphic to the generalized quadrangle H3(32). Since M,, is doubly 
transitive on 11 points, the structure of the circle residues and the flag- 
transitivity follow. 
Thus Suz is a quotient group of. c by Lemma 9. There are now two ways 
to conclude that GZ SUZ. By coset enumeration, we can check that 
I(? : X( = 22,880, where X= (e,, e,, e4, s, f, Z, t). Since XZ 3. U,(3) .2, 
we have /cl = 22,880.3 . 1 U,(3)1 .2 = (Suz[. Alternatively, we observe that 
the left-cosets in G of the subgroups H, = (e,, e,, e4, s,A Z, t) g 
3 . U,(3) 2, H, = (z,e3,e4,e,,J; t,v> z 3’.2..5,.2, and H, = 
(el,e3,e,,s,t,f,v)~3s~Mll, where left-cosets of Hi and H, are declared 
to be incident whenever their intersection contains a left-coset of Hjn Hi, 
form a geometry fulfilling the hypothesis of Theorem 1 on which (? acts 
faithfully. The canonical homomorphism from (? onto G induces a 
2-covering map from this geometry to the Szrz-geometry. By [Ro], the SUZ- 
geometry is 2-simply connected. It follows that G z SUZ. 1 
COROLLARY 11. Assume that the case (a) or (b) in Lemma 2(2) holds. 
Then: 
CHARACTERIZATION OF SUZ AND ffs ig3 
(1 j The group G is isomorphic to SK itz rhe case {a). atd to Aul(Sz) 
2 Sur : 2 in the cuse jb ). 
\I) The geometry:!’ r is isomorphic to the 3-!ocal geometty~ for SK, 
Pro@: By Lemmas 9 and 10, we have 6’ 2 SK and [G : G’j d 2. In 
case ia) we have G = G’ 2 Suz. Suppose [G : G’] = 2. Then GP 2 I’> where 
Y is as in Lemma 7 and therefore G z Aut{Suzf. In both cases. G,V is a 
maximal subgroup of G. 
It foiiiows that we can identify B with a certain conjugacy cIass oJ; 
subgroups of order 3 in Suz Circles correspond to maximal subsets of 
mutually commuting elements in b, and lines correspond to commcring 
pairs of elements in 9. Thus r is uniquely determined. 
Now we consider the case (c), which is simpler than the cases (a; 
and lb). 
Pro$ We will find a presentation of L,(4) (Z!‘), using the amalgama- 
tion (M,,. M, .4; M9) corresponding to tGp,c, G,,; GP,Q,C) for polats 
P, Q on a circle C. First, make (J; t ) 2 Q, by settir,g 
17 := := =f’, h’= I, fc =f--’ 
We then make E := (e,, f, t) 2 M, by setting 
e: = 1, [e,,.f,l = I, where ,f, :=e{, e’;=e;“, e;=e;‘.f~,-‘~ 
To make & := (B, s) 2 M,,, we set 
s2= 1, s=e,e,e,, where e, := e-i, /” =j-‘, ?I = [f. (e,e,g )j= 1. 
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To make F:= (B, ~~)zikl~.4, we set 
Now to find a presentation for L,(4) : (2*) we add the one additional 
relation 
and let X be a group generated by e,, f, t, u’, s defined by the above 
relations. Then coset enumeration shows that [X: L] = 112, so 
1x1 = IL,(4)1 .4. To show that X2,5,(4): (2’), we observe that the 
following eiements in L,(4). 2’ satisfy the relations above and generate 
L,(4). 2’. (Here, o is a generator of F T, 6 is the diagonal automorphim 
corresponding to the diagonal matrix with entries (w, 1, l), o is the field 
automorphism, and r is the inverse-transpose automorphism of SL,(4). We 
consider matrices modulo the center (o13).) 
It follows that Xz L,(4) : (2’) and (e,, f, s, r) z L,(4), where r := d. 
Thus by Corollary 4(2), there exist generators e,, f, t, IV, s in G, satis- 
fying the above relations. Now we will check that the above M,,-subgroup 
L is maximal. Set H:=(e,,f,s,r, t). Then HzL3(4)-2, and LcH. 
Thus, by [AT, p. 521, to prove that L is maximal in X it suffices to show 
that L and L’” are not conjugate in H. Suppose L is conjugate to L” in H. 
Then, since (e,, fi) is a Sylow 3-subgroup in both L and L”‘, we can find 
xENH(<elyf,))= (el,fi><f, > t, r such that L” = L”. Since the subgroup 
(e,,f,,s, t) ofN,((e,,f,)) ofindex 2 iscontainedin L, we have L”‘=L 
or L’. Since r = cv’, we have L= L’“‘. But Gp= (L, bs) #L(W). Thus the 
group L is maximal in G,. 
Since there is only one conjugacy class of maximal M,,-subgroups in 
L,(4) : (2*), we may suppose that L=G,,, for some circle C by 
Lemma 2(2). Moreover, there is a unique point Q (ZP) on C with 
G p,Q.c= Bz M,. Since [G, : G,,o] =280, we have G,, = N,,(03(GP,Q)) 
s(3’.Q8~2)x2 by CAT, ~231. Then G,,=N,,(O,(B))=N,,((e,,.f,)) 
= (e,, fi , t, J \v), the group we call F above. 
CHARACTERIZATION OF SZK AND ffs 1% 
Since G,.C is contained in G, 2 M,, , there is an :Bement 2’ in G, such 
that. 
$=l, ‘: e, =e;‘, j-y = f, is*:)’ YzT j
Since c acts on (e,) .f, ): which fixes exactly two points P and Q on c’. L 
interchanges points P and Q. and so normalizes G,, = F. Since 17 
nosmaiizes (,f; F), it normalizes C,(h) = (I!,~ .A r>. Since I!+‘(++-- E 
c (w..j;r)( <e I, JcI )) = ( I~~~~~~’ ) and ~,‘ft ~ ’ is an involution. we have 
l~~i=;~:fi(~~~2Jrtr1ji for i=O or 1. Since G=(G,, GC)= (GD, rl) by 15: 
cormectivity of r, the lemma is proved. 
y coset enumeration, we find that K, = I and [I& : L] = i ?%I 
eL : f, F, it‘, s) 2 L,(4) : (2’) (see he proof of Lemma 12). Thus 
we have I&, = /HS. 21, a 2, since HS .2 in facl satisfies our 
assumption (see [Yo]). 
COROLLARY 14. .hw?ze lhat ike case (c j ifl Len??%a 2(t) ho!&. T,&e.iz: 
(1 1 The group G is isomorpizic to the a?r;orrzoyl?ism groxp Aue(f5.S) o,!’ 
the Hignm-Sinzs group HS. 
Proqf By Lemmas 12 and 13, G z Aut(HS). The sets 2. 8. and $C cam 
be identified with the conjugacy classes of L,(4) : 2’-. E,-, and maximal 
M,,-subgroups in AutbHS), respectively. A point Xz L3(4) .2’ is incident 
with a circle M z M,: if and only if Xn h4 z M,,. The incidence between 
Pines and points or circles is defined by inclusion. The uniqueness oT i- 
follows from these facts. t 
Conciuding Remarks. ( I ) Note that we have not used the axiom i BE ; 
of IFGP]. In fact, this axiom is satisfied by the geometry for SK, but 221 
by the geometry for HS. 
(2 j Since K, z Aut( HS), it follows that :he HS-geometry is I-sim& i 
connected. (See the proof of Lemma 10.) 
.L?I ii: ,-,I 
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